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Abstract. One of the methods for taking advantage of multicast ser-
vices is the use of batching. With this method, several request of the
same video are grouped and transmitted together, using only the band-
width required for one transmission. This method is commonly used in
transmission of streamed data. In this paper we analyze the system per-
formance with explicit constant batching, and demonstrate that a system
without explicit batching performs better in terms of delays. We also pro-
pose a dynamic batching policy which improves the system performance
both in mean and in maximum serving times.

1 Introduction

With the advancement of broadband network technology, Video-on-Demand
(VoD) services are becoming commonplace, specially in local residential areas. A
VoD system is typically implemented by a client-server architecture supported
by certain transport networks. Among the many issues that have attracted the
attention of researchers, optimizing the network channel demand is considered a
major one. In order to solve that problem, VoD systems usually serve multiple
clients at the same time by means of artificially delaying several requests for
the same video [5,6,11,13] and serving them together. This method is known as
batching.

However, these artificially introduced delays may not be always necessary or
even convenient. For instance, in a system with low load, all video requests could
be served immediately, and the use of batching would be clearly inefficient, since
it only introduces an unnecessary delay. Moreover, the amount of bandwidth
used in a high load period is much bigger than in low ones, and since these
networks have to afford this requirement, in low load periods this resource is
mostly underutilized despite of offering Internet connections or other similar
services. Thus, bandwidth is not always a critical resource.

In this paper we focus on the convenience of using explicit batching. We
will evaluate, by means of some simulations, how the use of batching improves
(or reduces) the overall performance of the system described in Section 2. We
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consider the serving time (the time between a video request and the beginning
of its transmission) as the metric to evaluate the system performance.

First, we use a Constant Explicit Batch-Time Policy with different delays.
Whereas this policy is the most widely used, we show that, in general, it provides
improvements on bandwidth, but it does not provide any delay improvement
against a system without explicit batching (but still with implicit batching).
Then, we introduce a new batching policy which varies dynamically following
the system load. Even though such a policy has a better performance in starting
delays than previous ones, it only provides a low improvement when the system
is highly saturated.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our
video-on-demand delivery system and the considered scenario. In Section 3 we
show our comparison between constant batching policies and in Section 4 we
present our approach and results with dynamic batching. Finally, our conclusions
are presented in Section 5.

2 System

For our study, we use a quite simple network architecture consisting of a cen-
tral server, storing all videos. Users are connected to that server by means of
a common link which has a bandwidth of 1.5 Gbps downstream. A moderate
bandwidth is also needed upstream in order to send user requests to the central
server. We consider that this is a VoD dedicated network1, therefore our goal
is to obtain the best results using the available resources. We use a configu-
ration consisting of 1 000 videos and 15 000 users. Each video information has
been constructed making variations over the example presented in [12], result-
ing in videos of a mean duration of about 85 minutes and a mean bandwidth
requirements of about 1 850 Kbps in fragments ranging from 96 to 4 608 Kbps.
With this configuration we ensure that the link will become saturated (i.e. it
will reach an utilization of 100%) at some period of time, being non-saturated
during the remaining time. That will allow us to analyze the system behavior in
both situations.

On the other hand, transmitting real-time VBR flows is not a trivial matter
because a different amount of bandwidth will be needed during the transmis-
sion [3,8]. One of the methods to improve these transmissions is the smoothing [7,
9,12] of streams before their transmission. This way peaks and rate variability
requirements are minimized. We use an approach similar to [12], which develops
a transmission plan consisting of time periods so that, in each period, the trans-
mission may be performed by using a constant-bit-rate (CBR) network service.
Thus, each video is characterized by a collection of tuples 〈time, rate〉, whose
first parameter denotes a time period and whose second one is the CBR rate
associated with such a time period.

1 Usually these networks offer more services, but dedicating a concrete amount of
bandwidth to each service is also usual.
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Fig. 1. Request rate distribution in a 24 hour period.

In our approach to the video transmission problem we study the performance
in a 24 hour period. Previous studies on video demand rates [2,10] have deter-
mined the behavior of these rates in this period, and our simulations work with a
rate distribution according to these studies. We also consider that a user makes
a request only if he or she is not waiting nor receiving a video (i.e. nobody can
receive more than one transmission at a time). In Fig. 1 we can see the statistical
request rate and the request rate distribution obtained in a simulation having
one request per day for each user. This is what we assume in our study (actual
VoD trials show that the average number of user request per week is between 2
to 3).

Furthermore, each video has a popularity, which represents the probability of
being requested according to Zipf’s law [4]. This distribution has been found to
statistically fit video program popularities estimated through observations from
video store statistics [1].

In order to guarantee that, once a video is accepted (maybe after some start-
up delay), it will be delivered without interruption to the final user(s), it is
necessary to use a reservation algorithm to manage video requests. It works as
follows: when a video request is received, we test (for each video-part) if it is
already planned for transmission at the same time. If so, that request is added to
the multicast transmission of this video-part without any additional bandwidth
requirements. Otherwise, we check if there is enough bandwidth during the slots
of the transmission. In that case, bandwidth is reserved by adding the new video-
part rate to the bandwidth used. See Fig. 2 for details.

As it can be seen, this reservation algorithm guarantees that all requests
will be served, maybe after some start-up delay. Moreover, users can know the
exact time when the transmissions will begin, so we assume that there are no
cancellations.
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Step #1: A user requests a video.
Step #2: If that video has been already requested and it has not started yet,

the start time of the new request will be the same as the previous one.
Otherwise, the new request will start after an explicit batch-time.

Step #3: The system calculates the exact time when each video-part has to be
transmitted.

Step #4: For each video-part do
If there is a reserve for this video-part at the same time, add our
request as a multicast. Otherwise, reserve the bandwidth needed for
this video-part during the required time slots.

Step #5: Accept video for transmission or go to Step #3 in the next time slot
(in which case, all reserves and multicasts for this request performed in
Step #4 are canceled).

Fig. 2. Algorithm for the acceptance of video requests.

An important feature of the reservation algorithm is the fact that, in satura-
tion periods, all new request will have to wait to be served. So, even in the case
where the there is not explicit batch-time, the reservation algorithm will still
induce an implicit batching that, as we will show in the next sections, provides
a very good system’s performance.

3 Constant Batching Policies

Using a constant explicit batching scheme is currently the most used policy
maybe because of its simplicity. Basically it consists of taking a constant batch-
time delay throughout the whole system execution.

In this section, we analyze the performance of our system when taking explicit
batch-time values of 0, 10, 20 and 30 minutes (despite we have tested more values,
for clarity we only present results for these four values, since we found the rest
follow the same pattern). Fig. 3 shows the starting delays in a 24 hour period.

First of all, it can be readily seen that, when the request rate is low (from
approximately 0h to 19h), the more we increase the batch-time the more the
starting delay increases. On the other hand, Fig. 3 also shows that during the
time period when the request rate is high (from approximately time 19h to 24h)
starting delays are all following the high audience peak independently of the
batch-time used. This behavior can be explained if we look at the reservation
algorithm in Fig. 2. This algorithm tries to allocate transmissions as soon as
possible after their batch-time. However, in the time interval where the system
is saturated, the delay necessary to start transmitting is higher than the batching
delay. Consequently, since the system gets saturated in a short time interval (a
few minutes), at the very end, all policies operate in the same way most of this
time period, confirming what has been observed in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 4 we can see that, in the low load period, bandwidth usage never gets
saturated. Therefore, since there is enough bandwidth to serve immediately all
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Fig. 3. Mean starting delays during a 24 hour period.

requests, adding a batch-time will only increase their starting delays. In turn,
taking smaller batch-times will increase the used bandwidth. However, here we
are assuming that the whole bandwidth is completely dedicated to our video-on-
demand system. On the other hand, it can be seen that with very high explicit
batch-times it is possible to avoid saturation. However, it also prevents from
obtaining better starting delays.

4 Dynamic Batching

We have demonstrated, in the previous section, that a policy without explicit
batching performs better in delay terms than with constant batch-times. In
this section we present a dynamic batching approach to the problem. Such an
approach consists of obtaining a batch-time that adjusts itself according to the
current system load.

Our idea is the following. Think that the system receives a video request in
the instant t, and the objective is to compensate the load we will have in the
instant t + ∆t. This compensation is done using batching over the requests in
the current time t. The batch-time we assign to a request on time t is defined as
follows:

batcht = loadt+∆t adjust

where loadt+∆t represents the number of videos awaiting for transmission in
the time slot t+∆t and adjust is a function that will be used to adjust the load
with the batch-time. In order to make load independent of the system, loadt+∆t

has been normalized so that a value of 1 indicates the saturation point.
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Fig. 4. Bandwidth usage during a 24 hour period.

To define adjust, think in a system which is continuously receiving requests
and immediately serving those requests at the same rate. This system has, in
addition, a list of video requests waiting for being served. Therefore, when a
request for a given video is received it may happen that that video is also in
the list waiting for being served. Thus, both requests would be transmitted
as a multicast and the additional load list would decrease in one video. If this
procedure is used until all waiting videos in the list are transmitted, at that time
we would have eliminated the additional load list. Let us call EliminationT ime
the time where the additional load is eliminated.

EliminationT ime = AdditionalLoad
1

ProbCoincidence

where AdditionalLoad is the additional load list (normalized as above) we
have to eliminate, and ProbCoincidence is the probability of having a coinci-
dence when requesting a video for transmission, that is, the probability of the
requested video being in the load list.

For our work, we choose batcht ≡ EliminationT ime. Since we have that
loadt+∆t ≡ AdditionalLoad, then adjust ≡ 1

ProbCoincidence . Therefore,

batcht =
loadt+∆t

ProbCoincidence

A detailed description of loadt+∆t and ProbCoincidence can be found in the
Appendix.
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Fig. 5. Starting delays during a 24 hour period.

Results

Now, we show a comparison between this policy and one without explicit batch-
ing (which has been shown in the previous section to provide better results than
using any explicit constant batching policy).

Fig. 5 shows the starting delays both without explicit batching and with
a dynamic batching policy. During the low load period, both policies perform
very similarly and between 0 and 1 minute. When the high load period begins,
the dynamic policy responds adding artificial delays for grouping requests. This
action produces a sooner increase in starting delays but this prevents starting
delays from increasing so much as without explicit batch-time when these delays
are higher. That is because the dynamic policy has a look ahead component,
whereas the batch 0 policy has no information about the future system load.

The mean starting delay during a 10 days period with the dynamic policy in
this case is 4 min 21 sec, and its maximum delay has been 27 min 22 sec. These
values are about a 0.4% and a 4.7% lower than without explicit batch-time.

Bandwidth usage with these configurations is presented in Fig. 6. Whereas
the bandwidth usage is almost the same, with the dynamic policy the added
batching produces a delay in saturation. The reason is the same as above,
grouped requests are transmitted together in multicast transmissions and they
use less bandwidth.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have studied the effect of using batching in the transmission
of video on demand. Instead of using cost functions, this study presents results
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Fig. 6. Bandwidth usage during a 24 hour period.

based on the delays between video requests and the beginning of their trans-
mission. Firstly, we have demonstrated that, without using explicit batching
techniques, the overall system performs better than using a constant explicit
batch-time. Furthermore, to improve the system performance, we have proposed
a method for statistically calculate the system load, and use the resulting value to
adjust the batch time dynamically. With this method we have reduced around
0.4% the mean starting delay and around 4.7% the maximum starting delay
compared with a system without batching.

These results demonstrate that, unless a constant explicit batch-time is
needed for some specific reason, it is better not using it. In case of needing a
more optimized system, we also demonstrate that our dynamic batching method
is better than using a batch-time 0 policy. However, the improvements are rel-
atively small and require additional computation, so a policy without explicit
batching could also be considered as a good option due to it performs well and
it is the simplest batching policy. The reasons of the good performance are that
without explicit batching there is no artificial delay introduced in the system,
and this policy has a good adaptation to the current load, since it allocates the
transmissions as soon as possible.
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Appendix: Description of Dynamic Batching Parameters

Definition 1 We define the real load in a time slot t as:

rloadt =
|(Awaitingt−1 ∪ Requestedt) − Servedt|

ServingCapacity

where Servedt, Requestedt and Awaitingt respectively denote the set of
different videos served, requested and awaiting for transmission in the time slot
t, and ServingCapacity is the mean number of different videos served in a time
slot using all bandwidth.

Nevertheless, this definition is not usable in practice, because it needs both
which videos are awaiting for transmission and which of them will be served
in each time slot. Obviously, it is not known in advance which videos will be
requested, nor which ones will serve the system since that depends on the batch-
time assigned to each request. Therefore, we need to obtain a (statistical) load
value independent of the batching algorithm. All probability operations below
are done using the Zipf’s distribution, which offers probability values based on
popularity.
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Definition 2 We define the statistical load in a time slot t as:

sloadt = max

(
0, sloadt−1 +

NewRequestst − ServingCapacity

ServingCapacity

)

In this equation, we calculate the load in a time slot t by adding the load gen-
erated by the new requests to the load of the previous time slot and subtracting
the amount of load transmitted, which is 1 because of the normalization2.

The NewRequestst parameter is the number of new requests in the time slot
t, and it is calculated as:

NewRequestst = ProbNewReq(ReqInSlot(t), sloadt−1 ServingCapacity)
ReqInSlot(t)

where ReqInSlot(t) is the number of requests in the time slot t obtained sta-
tistically using the request distribution and ProbNewReq(new, awaiting) is
the probability of that new requests not being included in awaiting requests.
Statistically ProbNewReq(new, awaiting) is calculated as P (V ideos(new) |
V ideos(new) � V ideos(awaiting)), being V ideos(x) a set of x V ideoIDs ob-
tained statistically from the repository using Zipf’s law.

However, obtaining this statistical load value has a computation cost of
O(MaxV ideosnew) in the step ProbNewReq(new, awaiting), so an approxima-
tion is needed. We obtain this approximation supposing that the proportion
of different requests in each time slot is a constant k, and the sloadt−1 videos
awaiting for transmission are the most popular ones. The first simplification is
reasonable when the number of requests in each time slot is not very differ-
ent and in our case it is less than one order of magnitude. The second one is
reasonable having in mind that Zipf’s law popularity implies exponential prob-
abilities of request, so the most popular videos are much more requested than
the others. The usable ProbNewReq(new, awaiting) definition would be the
probability of not requesting the awaiting most popular videos. Statistically:
k P (x | x > awaiting), where k is the proportion of distinct elements in a group
of V ideoIDs requested in each time slot.

The remaining definition is ProbCoincidence, but it is exactly the opposite
of ProbNewReq(), so its calculation is immediate.

The simulation parameters can be easily obtained. ServingCapacity is ob-
tained dividing the link capacity by the product of the mean bandwidth usage
of all videos each minute and the mean video duration. The resulting value was
9.42 videos. The parameter k is obtained using the mean value from a complete
simulation. The resulting value was k = 0.77.

To obtain the best value of ∆t, we have simulated our system with ∆t rang-
ing from 0 to 10 hours. Depending on the pursued objective this value can be
adjusted closely, in our case we take a value of 60 minutes, which offers good
results both for mean delay and maximum delay.
2 Actually, we do not know the value representing the transmitted videos, so we assume

the system is serving at full capacity (1 because of the normalization) and then use
the max operation to prevent the system from getting load values lower than 0.
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